SIMPLICITY CHUTE LINER®

- Simple Installation
- Low Maintenance
- Corrosion Resistant
- Fast Delivery

Wear-resistant polyurethane easily bolts at impact points on chute or screen for fast mounting.

* Cone Liner *

Unique cone design protects the chute liner and the chute itself; Cone Liner ideal for fines and small material.

* Honeycomb Liner *

Wear-resistant 2 1/2" honeycomb pattern provides ultimate chute protection against riprap and other heavy materials at loading point.

- Made of wear-resistant polyurethane.
- Outlasts traditional steel liners.
- Easily bolts at impact point on chutes or screens.
- Allows material to build up on itself and provides a protective barrier for chutes and screens.
- Significantly reduces noise.
- Available in red (R), white (W), and food grade (FG).

WHO IS ARCH ENVIRONMENTAL?
Manufacturer and worldwide distributor of preferred bulk conveyor components since 1975.

800.553.4567 www.archenv.com

MECHANICAL DIVISION
Belt Cleaners • Belt Alignment • Sealing Systems
Dust Control Systems • Impact/Slider Systems

ELECTRICAL DIVISION
Belt Scales • Metal Detectors • Pull Cord Switches
Belt Protection Devices • Conveyor Control Systems
MATERIAL: WEAR-RESISTANT POLYURETHANE
SINGLE SIZE: 18" X 18"
MOUNTING STYLE: BOLT ON